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Responding to Text

Ways to respond to 

a text Reasons to respond that way Digital apps or platforms to try

Audience for this 

response

Annotate the text. - The text is rich with details.

- You are preparing for a book talk.

- You are preparing to write about the text.

- iAnnotate

- Show Me

- Doctopus

- Diig

- Self

- Partner or club

- Teacher

Write a review. - You have strong feelings about the text.

- You want others to know about the text.

- Social media (See Saw)

- Library or bookstore site

- In comments section (if 

available)

- Other readers

- The author

Create a book or 

article trailer.

- You want to get other people to read the 

text.

- You enjoyed the topic.

- iMovie

- Flip Grid

- Other readers

- The teacher

Write to the author. - You had a strong reaction to the text.

- You have unanswered questions or 

theories.

- You want to communicate to the author.

- Visit the author’s website

- E-mail author

- Comment on page the piece is 

posted on

- The author

Use a graphic 

organizer.

- You want to organize information from 

the text.

- You want to share details and ideas with 

other readers.

- You are preparing to present information 

from this text to a larger audience.

- Mindmeister

- Prezi

- Inspiration

- Popplet

- Mindomo

- Self

- Partners or clubs

- Teacher


